EFFECTIVE DOSE IN TWO DIFFERENT DENTAL CBCT SYSTEMS: NEWTOM VGi AND PLANMECA 3D MID.
Cone beam computed tomography, CBCT, is a kind of CT scanner producing conical diverging X-rays, in which a large area of a two-dimensional detector is irradiated in each rotation. Different investigations have been performed on dosimetry of dental CBCT. As there is no special protocol for dental CBCT, CT scan protocols are used for dosimetry. The purpose of this study is measurement of dose to head and neck organs in two CBCT systems, i.e. Planmeca 3D Mid (PM) and NewTom VGi (NT), using thermoluminescence dosimetry and Rando phantom. The thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD)-100 chips were put at the position of different organs of the head and neck. Two TLD-100 chips were inserted at each position, the dose values were measured for several different field sizes, i.e. 8 × 8, 12 × 8 and 15 × 15 cm2 for NewTom, and 10 × 10 and 20 × 17 cm2 for Planmeca systems. According to the results, the average effective dose in PM is much more than the NT system in the same field size, because of the greater mAs values. For routine imaging protocols used for NT, the effective dose values are 70, 73 and 121 µSv for 8 × 8, 12 × 8 and 15 × 15 cm2 field sizes, respectively. In PM, the effective dose in 10 × 10 cm2 and 17 × 20 cm2 is 259 and 341 µSv, respectively.